Video is a proven tool to better educate, train, connect and protect organizations everywhere. The PDS ISR is a turn key solution designed specifically to meet the unique challenges of recording a wide variety of events. This application empowers users to quickly and easily record and manage video events without extensive IT support headaches. Traditional security and surveillance video recording systems lack the feature set required to implement a successful event recording system, making the ISR the perfect tool for capturing:

- Medical Simulations
- Corporate Training
- Treatment Sessions
- Lectures and Presentations
- Police Interviews
- HR Department Procedures
- Clinical Observation

Recent ISR Applications:

- M&I Bank: Corporate Training – Session Recording
- Northern Illinois University: Professional Sales Program – Role Play Recording
- Green Bay Police Department: Interview Recording
- Fontbonne University: Speech-Language Pathology – Treatment Observation
- U of M Physicians: Medical Education – Clinical Observation
- Jefferson County Sheriff Department: Interview Recording
- Rush Hospital: Nursing Education – Exam Recording
- David Grant Medical Center: Medical Training – Treatment Recording
- UC Davis: Veterinary Medicine – Student Exam Recording
- University of Wisconsin: Communicative Disorders – Treatment Observation
- Carroll University: Nursing Program – Treatment Recording
- Waupun County: Board Meeting Recording/Streaming
Supported Cameras:
- All Axis MJPEG, MPEG-4, and H.264 Cameras

Supported Video Encoders:
- All Axis MJPEG, MPEG-4, and H.264 Encoders

Supported Operating System:
- Windows 7 / XP Professional
- Windows Server 2008 / 2003

Hardware Requirements:
- Maximum of 12 cameras per server
- Standard cameras supported by Core i5
- Megapixel / HD requires Core i7 / Multi Xeon

Application Interfaces:
- Easy to use web based GUI
- Server side application used for administration

User Permission Features:
- Record / View access per camera
- Playback access for user specific recordings
- Playback access for triggered recordings
- Playback access for all recordings
- Access to edit searchable meta data
- Access to delete files
- Ability to schedule recordings

Camera Control Features:
- View live streaming video / audio per camera
- Pan tilt and zoom capabilities on supported cameras

Customizable Searchable Meta Fields:
- 10 customizable fields per camera
- Fields can be drop down, plain text, or static text
- Fields can be required

Search Features:
- Video is searchable by meta data
- Camera name
- Date and time
- Ability to go back and Add / Edit searchable data

Software Features:
- Easy to use interface
- Synchronized audio / video
- Scheduled recording
- Push button recording
- Bookmarking (marker insertion)
- Clipping
- Distributed software architecture
- Built in web server for remote access and video streaming
- Megapixel camera support
- Active Directory integration for user management

Additional Modules:
- VGA / DVI capture integration
- Contact closure interface for recording start / stop
- LED output interface for recording status per camera
- AMX / Crestron output interface for recording status per camera

We strive to be the industry leader in product consistency with all our PDS products. We strongly believe that a key ingredient to reducing your TCO (total cost of ownership) is providing solutions that empower users to perform their required tasks without extensive support from your IT Staff. We make your life easier by reducing the number of support issues allowing you to focus on mission critical activities.

Initiate recordings on demand or schedule them in advance.

For more information contact:
(262) 569-5300 or (800) 966-6090
www.PDSvideosolutions.com
videosolutions@pdsit.net